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Indian Polity – Part 1 

1] Introduction Of India 

Notes 

 India is the World's Biggest parliamentary democratic country. It is the 

country of Sovereign, Equality, Secular, People Governance Democratic. 

 India democracy is administered by our Indian Constitution. 

 An Individual person can control the Government and lead the 

administration is called as Autocracy. 

 India is placed World level 7th biggest country based upon the surface 

and World level 2nd place based upon Population which is next to 

China. 

 Indian boundaries are Himalayas in the North, Bay of Bengal in the 

South, Indian Ocean in the East, Arabian sea in the west. 

 India placed World level 6th in the Space research. 

 Anandamath is a Bengali fiction, written by Bankim Chandra 

Chattopadhyay and published in 1882. The national song of India, Vande 

Mataram, was first published in this novel. 

National Flag of India: 
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 The national flag of India was adopted in its present form during a 

meeting of the Constituent Assembly held on 22 July 1947, when it became 

the official flag of the Dominion of India. 

 The flag was designed by Pingali Venkayya, an agriculturist and Indian 

freedom fighter. 

 The national flag of India, by law, is to be made of khadi, a special type of 

hand-spun cloth of cotton or silk made popular by Mahatma Gandhi. 

 The right to manufacture the national flag of India is held by the Khadi 

Development and Village Industries Commission, who in turn allocates it 

to the regional groups. 

 The national flag of India is also known by the term ‘tricolour’, Tirangā in 

Hindi. The reason for this is the three dominant colors in the flag, saffron, 

white and green. These two terms in India always refer to the national flag. 

 The three colors have different representations each. 

 Saffron represents courage and sacrifice. 

 White represents truth, peace, and purity. 

 Green represents prosperity. 

 According to the Flag code of India, the Indian flag has a ratio of two by 

three, where the length of the flag is 1.5 times that of the width and all 

three stripes of the flag – Saffron, White, and Green – should be equal 
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in width and length. Also, the chakra should be printed on both sides of 

the flag. 

 There are nine different sizes in which the Indian flag is made. The smallest 

one is 6×4 inches and the biggest one, hoisted on buildings and forts with 

high mast, is 21×14 feet. 

 But totally the flag consist of four coulours i.e.Saffron , ehite , green and 

Navy blue (Ashok chakra) 

 The flags hoisted on Red Fort, Rashtrapati Bhavan, and medium-sized 

government buildings are 12×8 feet. 

 The size of the Ashoka Chakra was not specified in the Flag code, but the 

Ashoka Chakra must have twenty-four spokes that are evenly spaced. 

The Ashoka Chakra is rendered in a Navy-blue color on the white stripe of 

the flag. 

 The Ashoka Chakra or wheel is from the Lion Capital of Ashoka. 

According to Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, second President of the 

Republic of India, the chakra was chosen as it was representative of 

Dharma and Law. 

 The meaning of Ashok Chakra in our National Flag is Dharma and Non 

violence. 
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 The right most flag is the Indian flag and no flag should be flown higher 

than Indian Flag 

 Our National flag was granted in August 14 , 1947 to the country. 

 We have to brought down our National flag before the sunset. 

 If our country leader or our neighbourhood Country leader is passed 

away, our National flag must be half past. 

 In our National flag, the diameter of the Chakra is equal to the Breadth of 

the white band. 

 National flag's Ashok Chakra mentions the active and leadership. 

 National flag's Darkish blue Ashoka Chakra encourage to go in the Non-

Violence path and reach the goal of Peace and Prosperous. 

 All Independent countries in the World are having the specialized unique 

symbols. The symbols are called National Symbols. 

 Strong Constitution, National Symbols are featured to developing our 

Nations integrity. 

National Bird of India: 

The peacock, commomly known as Indian peafowl was declared  the national 

bird of India in 1963, because it was entirely a part of Indian custom and culture. 

A peacock is a symbol of grace and beauty. Another reason why the peacock was 

chosen as the national bird was because of its presence across the country, so much 
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so that even common people are familiar with the bird. Moreover, no other country 

had the peacock as its national bird either. The peacock fulfilled all these and 

hence became the national bird of India.  

   National Animal of India:  

The tiger is known as the Lord of the Jungle and displays India’s wildlife 

wealth. Also strength, agility and power are the basic aspect of the tiger. The 

Bengal Tiger was declared as the national animal of India in April 1973, with 

the initiation of Project Tiger, to protect the tigers in India. Prior to this, the lion 

was the national animal of India. Our National Animal Tiger represents the 

Strength, Talent, will Power. The lion was selected as the national animal first 

and later it was declared as tiger. 

National Anthem of India: 

The national anthem of India is the Hindi version of an anthem which was 

originally composed in Bengali by Rabindranath Tagore. It was adopted as the 

national anthem of India on 24 January 1950. Since the Bengali song ‘Vande 

Mataram’ faced opposition from non-Hindu segments of society, the Jana 

Gana Mana was adopted as the national anthem of India. National Anthem is 

written in Bengal language is having 5 stanzas. Our National Anthem is aim to 
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Propagating our country's Unity, Strength, tolerance, Pride. 20 seconds is the time 

period of singing the National Anthem in short version. 

National Flower of India: 

The lotus flower has a very significant position in Indian mythology. It is the 

flower of goddess Laxmi and symbolises wealth, prosperity, and fertility. Also, 

it grows very uniquely in dirty water with its long stalk far above the water, 

bearing the flower on the top. The lotus flower remains untouched from impurity. 

It symbolises purity, achievement, long life, and good fate. 

The National Fruit of India:  

Mangoes are native to India and thus truly Indian. Since time immemorial, 

mangoes have been cultivated in India. In ancient times as well, 

deliciousness of mangoes have been defined by many renowned poets. The 

great Mughal emperor Akbar had planted about 1,00,000 mango trees in 

Lakhi Bagh in Darbhanga. 

The National Song of India:  

India’s national song was composed in Sanskrit by Bankimchandra Chatterjee. 

It has inspired many freedom fighters during the freedom struggle. Initially 

‘Vande Mataram’ was the national anthem of India, but after independence 

‘Jana Gana Mana’ was adopted as the national anthem. This was done because 
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non-Hindu communities in India had considered Vande Mataram as biased. These 

communities felt that the nation was represented by ‘Maa Durga’ in the song. So 

that is why it was made the national song of India and not the national anthem. Our 

National song is having equal value with National Anthem. National song was 

was introduced in Indian National Congress, Calcutta session 1896. 

The National Game of India: 

In spite of cricket’s huge popularity in India, hockey is still the national game of 

India. Hockey when declared as the national game was very popular. The game 

has seen a golden era during 1928-1956, when India won 6 consecutive gold 

medals in the Olympics. Hockey was considered as the national game because of 

its unmatched distinction and incomparable talent at the time. At that time India 

had played 24 Olympic matches and won all of them. 

The National Tree of India: 

The Banyan tree represents eternal life, because of its ever-expanding branches. 

The country’s unity is symbolised by the trees huge structure and its deep 

roots. The tree is also known as Kalpavriksha, which means ‘wish fulfilling 

tree’.The Banyan tree is called so, because the Banyan tree has immense medicinal 

properties and is associated with longevity. The Banyan tree also gives shelter to 

many different kinds of animals and birds, which represent India and its people 
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from different races, religions and castes. Indian National tree Banyan is 

symbolizing that to get the all Indian people beneath an Umbrella. 

The National Emblem of India: 

In January 26 , 1950 our National Emblem was accepted.The Lion Capital of 

Ashoka at Sarnath is the national emblem of India. It consists of four Asiatic 

Lions standing back to back on a circular abacus. The abacus has sculptures of 

an elephant, a horse(Power and Speed ), a bull(Hard work and Strong) and a 

lion. These are separated by wheels in between. The national emblem stands on 

a full bloomed inverted lotus flower. The meaning of Lions in our Indian 

National Emblem is  Empower and ,  magnificance. 

National River of India: 

The Ganges or Ganga is the national river of India. According to the Hindus, 

this is the most sacred river on the earth. In fact, they perform many rituals on the 

bank of this river. The Indian cities which are famous for this river are 

Varanasi, Allahabad and Haridwar. Ganga flows over 2510 km of mountains, 

plains and valleys, and is the longest river in the country. 

National Currency of India: 
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Indian Rupee is the official currency of the Republic of India. The flow of this 

currency is controlled by the Reserve Bank of India. The symbol of Indian 

rupee is derived from the Devanagari consonant “र” (ra). The Indian rupee is 

named after silver coin, which is called rupiya. It was first issued by Sultan 

Sher Shah Suri in the 16th century and later the Mughal Empire continued it. 

National Heritage Animal of India: 

The national heritage animals of India is Elephant. The Indian elephant is a 

subspecies of the Asian elephant and found in the mainland Asia. It is listed as one 

of the endangered animals by IUCN. It can be spotted at four different regions in 

the country. 

National Aquatic Animal of India: 

The national aquatic animal of India is River Dolphin, which is also called as 

the Ganges river dolphin. The mammal once used to live in the Ganges, 

Brahmaputra and Meghna, Kamaphuli and Sangu rivers of India, Bangladesh 

and Nepal. However, the species is no more found in its early distribution ranges. 

The river dolphin is essentially blind and lives only in freshwater. 

National Reptile of India: 
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With its length up to 18.5 to 18.8 ft (5.6 to 5.7 m), King Cobra is the national 

reptile of India. This venomous snake is found in forests in India through Southeast 

Asia. It preys on other snakes, lizards and rodents. It has its cultural significance as 

Hindus worship this reptile. 

National language : 

 Hindi is the official language of Indian Union.  

 Many believe that languages printed on Indian Rupee Notes are our national 

languages but the truth is India has no national language.  

 The Indian Constitution does not give any language the status of 

National Language. 

 Hindi is only the official language , not the national language. 

 Only 14 languages were there when our constitution is framed. 

 The 22 national languages are as follows: Bengali, Hindi, Maithili, Nepali, 

Sanskrit, Tamil, Urdu, Assamesse, Dogri, Kannada, Gujarati, Bodo, 

Manipuri (otherwise known as Meitei), Oriya, Marathi, Santali, Telugu, 

Punjabi, Sindhi, Malayalam, Konkani and Kashmiri. 

 The meaning'TRUTH ALONE TRIUMPH' Which is written below the 

National Emblem Sathyameve Jayathe is written in Devanagiri 

language. 
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National Calendar 

 Name: Saka Calender 

 Introduced in: 79 CE 

 Adopted in: 1957 

 Starts on: March 22 

 Number of days: 365 

 Number of months: 12 

 Basis of Calender: Luni-solar 

 Perused by: Gazette of India, All India Radio News Broadcast, 

Government of India 

 National Calendar of a country is designated with deference to the cultural 

impact that the calendar or its system represents. It almost always is tied in 

with the country’s history and reminds of a certain golden period therein. 

The national calendar of India is based on the Saka Calendar which has been 

adopted as the official civil calendar besides the Gregorian calendar.  

Structure 

 The Saka Calender is based on luni-solar reckoning of time. The calendar 

consists of 365 days and 12 months like the normal Gregorian calendar. 
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 Chaitra is the first month of the year beginning on March 22 which is the 

day after the Spring Equinox.  

 During leap years, the starting day of Chaitra corresponds with March 21. 

 Official usage of the Saka Calendar was mandated to start from March 

22, 1957. 

Census Report 

 Population Total : 1,210,193,422 

 Males  : 623,724,568 

 Females : 586,469,294 

 Literacy Total :  74%  

 Males : 82.10% 

 Females : 65.50% 

 Density of population per     : 382 

 Sex ratio per 1000 males 943 females 

 Child sex ratio ( 0 – 6 age group ) per 1000 males 919 

 Most populous state Uttar Pradesh (199,812,341) 

 Least populous state Sikkim (610,577) 


